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Abstract—In the multi-disciplinary production systems engineering (PSE) process, software engineers depend on requirements and design rationales coming from product and production process planning, summarized as product/ion knowledge. Unfortunately, the engineering artifacts coming from product/ion planning often represent important product/ion knowledge incompletely and not well integrated, leading to risks regarding software engineering quality. In this paper, we report on a case study at a large industrial PSE organization, investigating Technical Debt (TD) effects, items, and causes in PSE process documentation and configuration management according to the VDI guideline 3695 Part 2. We focus on requirements for and issues in the representation of product/ion knowledge in the engineering data provided to software engineers. Based on data elicited from PSE domain experts, we model TD concepts based on the Quality Function Deployment method as foundation for TD analysis and risk management. The initial validation with domain experts revealed how software engineers could benefit from improved product/ion knowledge modeling as foundation for better understanding the rationale of engineering design decisions.


I. INTRODUCTION

In production systems engineering (PSE) organizations, many different engineering disciplines work together, such as basic system and process planners, detailed automation engineers and production optimizers, for fulfilling customer requirements towards the Industrie 4.0 vision [1] regarding, for example, production system throughput and quality. In a typical PSE process, the domain experts work in parallel in discipline-specific workgroups that exchange engineering artifacts for iterative improvement. For making informed design decisions, industrial automation and software engineers depend on the high quality of input artifacts that contain software requirements as well as results and rationale of system design decisions [4][5].

Unfortunately, the quality of software engineering (SE) results, such as software code governing the transportation system of a production plant, is subject to risks due to the missing or incorrect representation of product/ion knowledge, i.e., knowledge on characteristics of the product, produced by the plant or characteristics of the industrial production process and their relationships to characteristics of the production system [13].
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based on the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) [19] method. The QFD method allows analyzing and prioritizing customer requirements together with solution options. We use the QFD method for analyzing TD repayment options [19], e.g., which TD items should be addressed to reduce system design cost. Better understanding TD relationships is the foundation for advanced analyses of TD risks and TD repayment options.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section II summarizes related work on PSE, on knowledge representation in PSE, and on concepts of TD in PSE knowledge. Section III introduces the research questions and approach. Section IV reports case study findings regarding TD effects, items, and causes, and relates these TD concepts in a preliminary QFD style model. Section V discusses results and limitations of the research. Section VI concludes and provides an outlook on future research.

II. RELATED WORK

This section summarizes related work on production systems engineering (PSE), on knowledge representation in PSE, and on concepts of technical debt in PSE knowledge.

A. Production Systems Engineering (PSE)

The engineering of production systems is a multi-disciplinary task involving various disciplines, such as mechanical, electrical, and software engineering [3]. The disciplines conduct a network of engineering activities where engineering decisions are taken and engineering data are created by engineers. The engineers use appropriate input data and engineering tools optimized for the discipline. One role, the automation engineering designs and implements the hardware and software of the production system control, a main software engineering task in PSE [27].

Within PSE, the importance of digital models is increasing. New activities related to the development and use of life cycle crossing digital shadows of complete production systems and their components are envisioned to enable the Industrie 4.0 vision [17]. These models shall contain all relevant data and knowledge on production systems aspects. This includes the description of the involved production system components, the production processes they execute, and the product resulting from the production process. Schleipen et al. [24] calls this PPR knowledge and Kathrein et al. [13] use the term production knowledge. In this paper, we build on the PPR concept to identify shortcomings regarding knowledge representation that introduce risks to SE activities.

B. Knowledge Representation in PSE

Engineering knowledge is a specific kind of knowledge, oriented towards the production of artifacts, and, as such, requires knowledge modeling and representation approaches that differ from other types of knowledge, such as taxonomical knowledge characteristic for the life sciences domain [25]. Ontologies are information artefacts that have been used extensively to explicitly represent such engineering knowledge. This is for example investigated by Ekaputra et al. [7] highlighting different ontology-based data integration strategies, possible objectives an engineering organization has, as well as data source types used.

Sabou et al. [23] provide an overview of such ontologies and classify them in terms of the aspects of the PPR process that they cover. For example, OntoCAPE [20] is an ontology for supporting computer-aided process engineering (CAPE) focusing on describing production process information. The Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) ontology, developed at W3C, is well suited to describe process states and their observability, as well as resource states. The Automation Ontology (AO) captures knowledge about industrial plants and their automation systems to support engineering simulation models [21]. AO concerns mechatronic concepts to support simulation model design and integration.

The explicit modeling of PSE knowledge is characterized by the need to address recurring modeling needs specific for this domain, including: Modeling Part-whole relations. Legat et al. [14] observe that containment hierarchies are a well-accepted and frequently occurring organizational paradigm from modeling part-whole relations in (mechatronic) engineering settings. Modeling connections between components. Legat et al. [14] observe that interface-based composition describes the capabilities expected from an interface to enable reasoning tasks about the correctness of a system’s structure.

The modeling of recurring knowledge structures can be well addressed by the reuse of Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) that model best practices applicable to typical conceptualization scenarios [10]. Indeed, ODPs exist to support the conceptual modeling of (variations) of the engineering-specific modeling scenarios mentioned above. For example, modeling Part-whole relations can be achieved by reusing the PartOf ODP, which allows modeling part-whole relations in a transitive fashion. The Componency ODP is a specialization of the PartOf ODP for modeling part-whole relations distinguishing between direct and indirect (i.e., transitivity-assessed) parts of an object. While there are several approaches for knowledge representation in PSE they are often not used and lead thus to TD, which is addressed in this paper.

C. Technical Debt in PSE Knowledge

Avgieriu et al. [2] compare Technical Debt (TD) to friction in mechanical devices, requiring increasingly more energy to achieve the same results as parts deteriorate. This is also true for software engineering (SE), as short-term gains create friction over the lifetime of a software-intensive system that require extra effort and cost to address or to repay. To deal with TD, Avgieriu et al. [2] propose to analyze TD repayment options and to investigate TD from different viewpoints. TD in a system consists of TD items that are measurable in an SE artifact. Li et al. [16] identify ten different TD types, with effects ranging from
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inconveniences to crippling whole software systems, making future SE companies invest a quarter of the development time in managing TD to continue providing their SE functions.

Dong and Vogel-Heuser [6] draw a comparison, based on results from two case studies, between TD in PSE and in SE, as similar effects, such as short-term cost savings or lack of experience, occur in both domains. Causes of TD manifest in various dimensions, for example mechanical, electrical, or software engineering [6]. As process improvement and data exchange processes are success-critical processes in engineering organizations (EOs), they identify crucial TD in design and architecture, knowledge distribution and documentation [6].

Martini et al. [18] show how architectural TD accumulates during development in a project until reaching a crisis point that makes refactoring inevitable, increasing business value as the short-term sins are repaid adequately. Case studies by Biffl et al. [4][5] and Kathrein et al. [12][13] investigated engineering processes of EOs with a focus on the structure of collaborations between workgroups [13] and how data is exchanged [4][5]. These works represent building blocks for this paper, as they define a coherent context with basic concepts needed for TD investigations. The research highlights multiple use cases with different levels of TD, and points out missing product/ion-aware (PPR) knowledge as a limitation.

III. RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND APPROACH

This section introduces the research questions (RQs) following the design science method [29], and presents an illustrating use case to investigate TD in the representation of production knowledge. Similarly, as in [26], we investigate TD as a form of software engineering risks, with effects and possible causes.

**RQ1: What risks to software engineering results and activities are related to technical debt in the representation of production knowledge in engineering artifacts exchanged between workgroups in production systems engineering?** From the high-level RQ1, we derive the following sub-RQs.

**RQ1a: What are effects of TD related to software engineering risks in PSE?** We identify TD effects in the PSE process in interviews with domain experts. These TD effects can be defined as process management issues, i.e., deviations from the planned engineering process, and the process executed by individual domain experts. The identification of TD effects allows highlighting risks known to SE, but not to domain experts in PSE.

**RQ1b: What are TD items regarding the VDI Guideline 3695 Part 2 in engineering artifacts exchanged between workgroups in PSE?** The VDI Guideline 3695 Part 2 [28] provides valuable insights in describing engineering organizations (EOs) and potential improvement steps. The guideline provides a set of best practices that should be followed in an EO and allows analyses similar to code reviews in SE. Therefore, we define TD items in the PSE process by comparing selected target states in the VDI 3695 to the as-is engineering process.

**RQ1c: What are causes regarding elicited TD items?** As foundation for managing TD, we elicit in the case study candidate TD causes in the engineering organization. TD causes strengthen the deviation between the as-is and VDI 3695 defined process and are important to address TD items and SE risks.

**RQ2: How do TD concepts in the data exchange process relate to each other?** After identifying TD concepts, we model their relationships as foundation for analyzing the impact of TD on TD items and effects, with a focus on SE concepts.

**RQ2a: How do TD effects and TD items relate to each other?** Main outcome of this RQ is a table based on the QFD method [19], developed with quality managers, who are responsible for defining an ideal PSE process across all involved disciplines and for possible improvement steps. The QFD method facilitates prioritizing relationships between TD effects and TD items that are relevant to reduce SE risks.

**RQ2b: How do TD items and causes relate to each other?** There are many and diverse TD cause candidates that can have different impacts on TD items. This RQ investigates most relevant TD causes to influence the TD items and effects. Main outcome is a table depicting relationships of TD causes and items based on the QFD method [19], created with quality managers.

To answer the RQs, we followed a case study design [22] by adhering to the following case study plan. **Objective** Exploring an existing engineering process [Case] in a large PSE organization. **Theory** Following the design science cycle according to Wieringa [29] in a holistic case study, **Goal** we identify common concepts at collaboration interfaces between PSE workgroups, and identify information bottlenecks regarding TD effects. **Method** Through seven semi-structured interviews (in a funnel approach) [22], **Selection** we elicit representative data from domain experts and investigate TD effects, items, and causes.

According to the design science cycle [29], this paper focuses on workshops and interviews regarding TD effects, causes, items, and the types and strengths of the relationships between the TD concepts. We discuss likely causes for the TD items found. Based on Motowidlo and King [30], we adapt the QFD method to focus in this paper on two dimensions of the QFD house of quality (see Section V). In cooperation with quality managers, responsible for improving the PSE process, we design tables based on the QFD method [19] for investigating TD cause candidates. Finally, we present a conceptual evaluation, discussing presented repayment options to address SE-relevant TD in the multi-disciplinary engineering process.

Kathrein et al. [12][13] elicited the illustrating use case in Fig. 1 for data exchange in the PSE process. In this paper, the use case frames the election of TD concepts in the case study. In the beginning, the system planner (SP) receives product specifications from the customer (1) and aims at providing a competitive offer and at deriving specific knowledge on the production system for later use. This process is similar to software architecture design [14]. Output of this step (ilac arrow) are resource documents regarding the plant layout, calculations, and assembly sequences, delivered to the process planner (PP) (2).

Upon receiving the artifacts, the PP investigates these artifacts with a common schema that domain experts have developed over decades. For example, the first column always is the module identifier followed by the module name and a reference to an existing CAD drawing if possible. Main goal is to derive
basic variations of the previously offered production system for detailing mechanical aspects. However, if important product aspects and design decisions are not documented, the PP has to call back the SP, e.g., via e-mail or telephone (3). Final output of this step are detailed descriptions of the production system as foundation for production optimization and PLC software engineering in the form of automation tasks (4).
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Figure 1. Use case depicting the AS-IS data exchange process.

The production optimizer (PO) receives all basic plans and tries to minimize the cycle times of the plant. However, this work requires different product/ knowledge aspects and may cause many calls back to the SP and PP (5). The PO collaborates with the automation engineer (AE) (6), who is responsible for PLC software engineering tasks. From basic plans (4), the AE derives specific PLC software code. Goal of the AE is to trace design decisions as foundation for making informed design variations, such as the parameterization of the software and systems that execute production processes, e.g., the speed and acceleration of transport processes. In the next section we investigate this case study regarding TD effects, items and causes.

IV. CASE STUDY RESULTS AND TECHNICAL DEBT MODEL

This section reports on findings from the case study regarding TD effects, items, and causes, and relates these TD concepts in a preliminary QFD model for the case study context.

A. Case Study results on TD effects (RQ1a)

**TD effects.** Regarding the use case, data exchange process, the following TD effects came up frequently in workshop sessions.

**TD-E1 High effort for tracing design decisions.** High unplanned effort in SE activities to collect information on the rationale of design decisions to sufficiently understand what changes in the system design make sense in the production process context.

**TD-E2 Data quality risks in engineering artifacts.** Low quality of engineering artifacts may limit the production system capabilities and reduce reuse opportunities of system components.

**TD-E3 Risk of economic project failure** due to cost for unplanned effort for collecting information and due to risk of limited production system quality and capabilities.

B. Case Study results on TD items (RQ1b)

The TD item description contains the following sections: name and acronym of the TD item; motivation of the typical context and short-term benefits of the TD item; definition of the TD item as a violation of the VDI Guideline 3695 Part 2 [28], (see Section II.A); measurement definition on the presence of the TD item; relationships to effects including long-term impact from the presence of the TD item; and hypothetical relationships to causes, including technical decisions or postponed best-practice activities. Based on the TD item description, we identified the following TD items.

**Engineering process description insufficient (TD1Proc)**

**Motivation.** The requirements for the engineering process depend on the project and on the specific engineers conducting the engineering tasks. Therefore, engineering process models may exist on an abstract level, but do not cover engineering information exchange in sufficient detail. The domain experts focus on engineering production systems and rather than on formally defining the engineering process in detail, with the short-term benefit of starting quickly, following a method they prefer to use. The engineering process models are not maintained and often diverge from actual project practice. Similar TD concepts in SE are missing documentation of application program interfaces (APIs) and software engineering processes in general.

**Definition.** The VDI Guideline 3695 Part 2 [28], procedure model for project activities, defines the target state A as “the staff knows the procedure model and can explain how they use it in the project.” However, in the case study context, the domain experts referred to only experience-based informal processes, with limited awareness of the impact of actions in the process, in particular data exchange with process partners, beyond the immediate workgroup of the domain expert, such as extra effort and risk of engineering data consumers.

**Measurement.** There is no formal description of discipline-specific engineering process steps and of the collaboration processes between the disciplines involved in the engineering process. The staff does not know about their engineering process description including the impact of exchanged information and the required data maturity.

**Relationships to effects.** TD-E1, TD-E3 (see Table I in Section IV.C). TD symptoms include high effort for communication and rework due to shortcomings in data exchange, in particular for SE, as the SE activities depend in inputs from several disciplines that may be incomplete or even contradicting (see Fig. 1).

**Relationships to causes.** See Table II, in Section IV.C. In the case study, main causes came from insufficient means that hinder the description of the engineering process.

**Information description insufficient (TD2Inf)** (in exchanged engineering data). **Motivation.** In the case study context, the domain experts focus only on the data relevant to their own discipline and do not consider dependencies to related disciplines. They often use tool-specific data exports, such as component lists or CAD drawings, and Excel as a general-purpose information exchange artifact. Short-term benefits include saving effort for the data provider and flexible choice of means for the provider when collecting the engineering data to exchange.
Similar TD concepts in SE are missing documentation of interfaces, code, and implementation details.

**Definition.** The VDI Guideline 3695 Part 2 [28], configuration management, defines the target state A as “...there are discipline-specific procedures for configuration identification, configuration monitoring. [...] Within a discipline, all employees follow common guidelines.” However, in the case study, domain experts found artifacts not to be managed, but simply to evolve over time according to engineering personnel experience, without specific consideration for dependencies between engineering artifacts in different disciplines, which poses risks for SE activities that depend on consistent and complete inputs (see Fig. 1).

**Measurement.** There is no formal description of engineering artifacts and data, including dependencies between engineering disciplines, such as product, process, and system design. There is no configuration history for backtracking design decisions.

**Relationships to effects.** See Table I, in Section IV.C. TD symptoms include high effort and risk for propagating changes to systems design across disciplines, in particular for SE, when receiving inputs from several engineering disciplines.

**Relationships to causes.** See Table II, in Section IV.C.

**Product/ion (PPR) knowledge representation insufficient (TD3PPR) (in exchanged engineering data).** **Motivation.**  
Domain experts in production process design have product/ion (PPR) knowledge that would be, in many cases, important to engineers in later stages of PSE and optimization, in particular, for SE activities. However, the process designer tends to provide her engineering partners with hard-coded production system parameters rather than PPR knowledge as there is no dedicated tool or modeling language to allow the effective and efficient representation of PPR knowledge. Short-term benefit for the process designer is saving effort for modeling the PPR knowledge. Similar TD concept in SE would be missing information on non-functional requirements for a software system.

**Definition.** The VDI Guideline 3695 Part 2 [28], configuration management, defines the target state D as “system-assisted cross-discipline” configuration management to enable “consistency check [...] at an early stage”. However, without sufficient PPR knowledge representation, consistency checks between production process design and production system design are difficult, error-prone, and take considerable expert effort.

**Measurement.** The engineering data model misses representations for expressing PPR knowledge and rationale to trace design decisions, such as production system temperature settings to the welding temperature and force of a metal joining process.

**Relationships to effects.** See Table I, in Section IV.C. TD symptoms include in SE activities considerable costs of errors from changes and effort for preventing defects after changes.

**Relationships to causes.** See Table II, in Section IV.C. In the case study context, main cause candidates include workgroup-specific optimization of the engineering organization and insufficient means to express PPR knowledge.

C. Case Study results on TD cause candidates (RQ1c)

**Cause candidates linked to context in the engineering organization,** often for economic and historic reasons in the EO.

A1. Workgroup-related profit centers lead to the local optimization of workgroups with limited concerns for the optimization of projects across workgroups, often at the expense of SE.

A2. Engineering habit trained by discipline-specific education leads to engineers focusing on good results in their workgroup. Engineers are, in general, not aware about work tasks, dependencies, and problems in other workgroups, unless a partner asks them for an improvement.

A3. Unclear responsibilities of domain experts in data exchange process lead to ad-hoc procedures and data definitions.

A4. Limited collaboration effort across work groups without a dedicated role for coordinating the work across workgroups.

**Cause candidates from engineering process description**

B1. Engineering process modelled as an artifact-based workflow, not as a data-related workflow makes it hard to describe dependencies between SE and other disciplines, such as consistency rules that relate to the data model, not to artifacts.

B2. Engineering process defined, but not useful. There is a workflow definition for a process. However, the definition may be abstract and lack important description of content dependencies, such as relationships between the product and resource design, tainting the usefulness of the definition.

B3. Engineering process defined, but not operational. There is a process description. However, missing technical foundations, such as adequate process description concepts or tool support, make it hard or impossible to conduct the process.

B4. Engineering process defined, but not known to stakeholders. There is a process description somewhere in a manual. However, the relevant actors in the project are not aware of the process description for their daily work.

**Cause candidates linked to information description**

C1. Description of complex dependencies required due to a large number of disciplines (often 15 or more) in a PSE project. Complex descriptions of processes and artifacts and their dependencies in an engineering organization (EO) lead to a very complex network (consider Fig. 1, scaled up).

C2. Industry-dependent information description. The description of information depends on the industry and has to be adapted accordingly. There is no general standard that could be applied directly. There is no general EO model as the industry domains require a variety of EO structures and behavior.

C3. Tool-driven process without product/ion (PPR) information description. Often, the process is defined based on a specific tool chain. Therefore, the functional and data export capabilities of the tool determine the exchanged information. The process is not aware of PPR as the discipline-specific tools only know the PPR knowledge that is relevant within the discipline.
D. TD effect and item relationships (RQ2a)

Following an adaptation of the QFD method according to Matook and Indulska [19], we create a House of Quality (HoQ). Our HoQ provides insights into the relationships between TD effects and items horizontally (representing customer requirements in the original HoQ) and TD items and causes in the vertical axis (representing engineering requirements). For these two QFD dimensions, we design two tables expressing likely correlations and relationships. We elicited and aggregated likely relationships from a workshop with domain experts in the exploratory case study context [12][13]. As relationship types differ, we indicate the following types and strengths. DS indicates a direct and strong relationship (the stronger the item, the stronger the effect). DW indicates a direct weak relationship (a stronger item correlates moderately to a stronger effect), and IW expresses an indirect weak relationship (stronger cause leads to a lower TD item). No indicates that the TD item is not related to an effect, such as (TD1proc) -> (II. Data Quality Risk).

RQ2a. Table I presents the relationships between TD effects (see Section IV.A) and TD items (see Section IV.B), similar to the HoQ analysis [19] matrix, TD effects horizontally and TD items in the vertical axis. The relationships are of the form TD item relates to TD effect, (TD item) -> (TD effect), expressing how a TD item relates to an effect.

Table I. Relationships between TD effects and TD items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD Effect/ TD Item</th>
<th>TD1 Proc</th>
<th>TD2 Inf</th>
<th>TD3 PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TD1 Proc</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD2 Inf</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TD3 PPR</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>DW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In Table I, all three TD items, relate strongly to the TD effect TD-E1 High Effort for SE. This is due to unclear descriptions of the process and information as well as missing product/ion knowledge, which all lead to high effort for tracing design decisions. An insufficient information description relates strongly to high risks in data quality, as artifacts are not built on common concepts and data models and thus lack any formal description. Missing product/ion knowledge is also related to the second TD effect (TD-E2), however not so strongly. All three TD items have a relation to the TD-E3 Economic Failure, as missing information in the engineering process leads to high rework and communication overheads.

E. TD item and cause relationships (RQ2b)

Table II represents the relationship between TD items (see Section IV.B) and TD cause candidates (see Section IV.C), (TD cause) -> (TD item). Cause candidates coming from the context of the EO (A1 – A4), and from the engineering process description (B1 – B4) have a strong direct relationship to the engineering process description (TD1Proc). For example, unclear relationships and descriptions which are not useful, make it very hard to describe the engineering process sufficiently to facilitate collaboration and coordination across multiple workgroups.

All three cause groups A, B, and C relate to the insufficient description of the engineering data exchange model (TD2Inf). Note the inverse relationships of a stronger focus on engineering habits (intra process improvements) and descriptions of the engineering process as artifacts. This does not directly impact the TD item.

Table II. Relationships between TD items and TD causes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TD Item -&gt;</th>
<th>TD1 Proc</th>
<th>TD2 Inf</th>
<th>TD3 PPR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1. Profit Center</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2. Engineering Habits</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>IW</td>
<td>DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3. Unclear responsibility</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4. Limited collaboration</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1. Eng. Proc. desc. as artifact</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2. Eng. Proc. descr. not useful</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3. Eng. Proc. not operational</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4. Workload of SE</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1. Inform. description, complex</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2. Inf. desc. Industry depend.</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DS</td>
<td>DW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3. Tools w/o PPR</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>DW</td>
<td>DS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend: DS: direct strong; DW: direct weak; IW: indirect weak.

Insufficient descriptions of the engineering process make it impossible to successfully represent product/ion-aware knowledge (causes Ax) -> (TD3PPR). Causes regarding the information and data exchange do not impact product/ion knowledge representations, as a major precondition for knowledge representation is the clarification of the responsibility for each part of product/ion knowledge and a suitable represented approach throughout an engineering process.

F. Preliminary validation in the exploratory case study

Throughout the domain expert interviews, we collected representative data samples from engineering artifacts. We derived tables I and II from analyzing these artifacts. As the tables present vital pieces of information regarding possible correlations, we initially elicited the relationships from domain experts. We discussed the relationship candidates in detail with quality managers, who are responsible for improving the engineering process and are knowledgeable in the overall process and work group habits, including SE. We resolved divergences between the views of the domain experts and the quality managers in a common discussion. Overall, the domain experts and quality managers found the preliminary TD concepts and analysis method useful and usable for identifying and addressing high-priority TD effects, items, and causes regarding SE activities.

V. DISCUSSION

This paper investigates risks for software engineering (SE) in activities related to the engineering process in a PSE organization (RQ1) and possible relationship between certain risks (RQ2). In this context, risks are TD effects for SE that occur in a PSE context with measurable probability and costs. To deal with these risks, da Luz et al. [26] presented a management tool for analyzing causes and effects. Similar to our work, Luz et al. [26] propose an approach to identify risks through selection, description and analysis. However, the presented approach generalizes risks in a late phase, whereas we focus on organization specific TD effects and investigate these. In the exploratory case study context, SE activities depend on the requirements and design rationale from early engineering phases and often have to deal with locally optimizing workgroups, low awareness on collaboration processes, and missing considerations of requirements between work groups.
For software engineers, the high effort comes from risks regarding rework efforts due to frequent and late changes coming from earlier phases. As software engineers highly depend on weakly documented design decisions from early phases, a repayment option for TD is better knowledge representation of product/variation knowledge throughout the engineering process. The low data exchange quality impacts software engineers, who are made responsible for low quality system output, even if they write high quality code, but based on weakly communicated early design decisions. TD repayment for reducing the SE risk should focus on improving the documentation and communication of design decisions that are directly related to high-quality SE results. Finally, issues regarding unplanned efforts for reworks in the software design due to low system quality decisions may exceed the budget available to SE, leading to local economic failure.

The VDI Guideline 3695 Part 2 [28] was used to investigate TD items (RQ1b). This guideline can be seen similar to best practices for SE code development, and our analysis is equivalent to a code review. An unclear engineering process description makes it hard for software engineers to reliably configure production systems, as input from several disciplines may be contradictory. The missing collaboration in PSE forces software engineers to take the risky decision on which inputs to consider or ignore. Further, the information description is not sufficient. This makes it unclear for software engineers where to look for reliable information, as data syntax and semantics may change frequently, making it hard to validate input data and to automate the data exchange process. Software engineers thus often work based on risky assumptions. Finally, missing product/variation awareness makes it hard in SE to take informed decisions for adapting the software system design if the preferred system design option is not feasible.

In RQ1c, we investigated possible causes regarding elicited TD items. Causes linked to the context of production systems engineering cannot be directly influenced by SE actors, but require the insight of PSE managers. We discussed the preliminary results at the case study EO with quality managers, who found the analysis useful for considering and prioritizing improvement options. Cause candidates linked to the engineering process description clearly motivate the need for better means of PPR knowledge representation as a foundation for process descriptions, considering conceptual, language, and usability aspects. This is similar to the need for proper software architecture descriptions identified by Guesi et al. [11]. The last group we identified are cause candidates linked to the information description. For example, it is challenging to combine methods for data integration [7] with domain-specific standards, such as AutomationML [7] or ontologies [23].

A repayment option to address TD items related to weak collaboration of workgroups is a new role, the data curator, similarly as presented in [9]. This role would be responsible for consolidating a common data exchange model and describe the engineering process adequately. This new role should needs to understand the requirements and limitations of the involved workgroups, in particular SE activities. As TD effects, items and causes are related to each other, we used the Quality Function Deployment [19] method to investigate relationships between TD effects, items and causes (RQ2).

In RQ2a we investigated how TD effects and TD items relate to each other. The TD-E1 High Effort is strongly and directly connected to all three TD items. This is obvious as reworks are often needed to compensate missing descriptions or information bottlenecks where especially software engineers are affected. Interestingly, that the TD-E2 Data Quality Risk is only weakly connected to PPR knowledge representation, even though this is an important information exchange concept. For SE this means that design decisions from earlier phases do not impact the code development so much as the overall information description, this could be for example the selection of an easily changeable component in the user interface.

RQ2b investigated how TD items and causes are related. Nearly all causes regarding the information description strongly impact the process description. This clearly motivates the need for better knowledge representation approaches, as the current engineering process is either not described, or the description is not useful or unknown to domain experts. As there are currently no tools that support the expression of PPR knowledge, software engineers could address this open issue to improve product/variation-aware knowledge representation and further allow a backflow of SE knowledge into early engineering phases as foundation for designing better reusable system parts.

**Limitations.** The research of this paper followed a case study in an engineering organization. However, the case study focused on only one company, which may not be representative for all EOs in general. While the domain experts in the study were very knowledgeable, their number was limited due to resource limitations of the available experts besides their daily business obligations. We found that the engineering process description may highly depend on the context, domain, and organization, thus future case studies should consider these variation points. While the domain experts found the preliminary list of TD effects, items, and causes, and their relationships useful for reflecting on TD repayment options in the case study context, these results require validation and discussion on comparable context for strengthening the external validity of the results.

**VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

In engineering organizations, software engineers join the PSE process in a late phase and are concerned with detailing SE aspects of the software-intensive system. However, software engineers often only receive poorly described design decisions in form of engineering artifacts making it hard for them to derive adequate new (software) engineering knowledge or tracing the earlier design decisions. These shortcomings lead to risks regarding the SE quality and impact the project effort negatively, endangering project success. In this paper, we reported on a case study at a large industrial engineering organization with the focus of investigating technical debt (TD) effects, items, and causes as risks for software engineers. Results highlight that TD can slow down engineering organizations, making it hard to manage processes where multiple domains are involved. Main insight for addressing the found challenges is the introduction of a new role, the data curator, to facilitate the collaboration across workgroups. The results highlight requirements for the representation of product/variation knowledge in the engineering data provided to software engineers. Engineering data is heterogeneous and there are no guidelines for basic planners, leading to a large
number of individual and local data models, and making the data exchange hard to manage, often resulting in extra effort to maintain high software quality.

The relations between TD effects, items, and causes highlighted the need for better representations for product/ion knowledge as inadequate context and artifact descriptions lead to high efforts, in particular, for software engineers, and might result in economic project failure. The research findings provide domain experts, such as project managers or software engineers with insights into the engineering process. The presented model serves as a foundation for better understanding the rationale of engineering design decisions. This leads to better SE code due to (a) better understanding of design decisions, (b) more explicit representation of system limits that relate to product characteristics, and (c) better knowledge representation for tool support.

**Future work.** The results of the exploratory case study should be validated with empirical data from comparable engineering companies. We focused in this paper on product/ion-aware exchange of engineering artifacts. Future research should investigate the impact of knowledge representation options on selected SE. Finally, the more comprehensive representation of integrated PSE knowledge requires improved information security. The comprehensive and well-integrated knowledge is a prime target for attackers regarding corporate espionage and regarding the intentional change of artifacts for reducing the quality of the production system or the production process. Thus, future work should investigate security auditing aspects that consider the issues and repayment options identified in this paper.
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